
Face to the wall

Kaïa is walking down Via Santo Stefano without really being aware, deeply lost in her thoughts, until her mind and her body suddenly hit a wall. Huge. 

Completely black, it seems to deny light the very right even to exist. Brutal, disdainful, it is intent on defying space and challenging the cityscape. Some 

people find a way to circumvent this obstacle, after a brief look around them: there’s a small street, on the right, under the arches. Others don’t hesitate 

for long before resigning themselves and turning back. 

Democracy or dictatorship

Nagging words seem to emanate from the wall itself, and it must be said they discourage any resistance. Kaïa didn’t hear them at first, too per-

turbed by the sudden intrusion of this barrier into her reality. The words repeat, unrelenting: “young or old”, “gay or straight”, “ugly or beauti-

ful”, “man or woman”... Kaïa can’t move: what is this wall trying to tell her? Because it bears a message for her, of that she’s sure. A crowd is 

gathering on either side of this incomprehensible structure: protests can be heard from people on the other side. What is going on? Who can 

seriously call themselves an “artist” and produce such a shameful installation? Will these voices ever quieten down? It’s a violation of personal 

freedom! The crowd gets angry, some are talking about calling the authorities, others remain silent. But no one does anything. 

Nobody but one man. Provoked by this installation and irritated by the passive inaction of the crowd, he decides to come to blows with this castrator. 

In a wild debauchery of energy, he hits the wall with his feet and his fists, moved by pent up frustration. And against all odds, the wall cedes. The 

voices themselves seem to flinch in the face of this fierce attack. Then truth morphs, a veil tears apart in Kaïa’s soul and lets open the floodgates of 

opportunity. She stops struggling, chooses not to choose any longer: she throws herself headlong into destroying the wall, and along with it conformity 

and categorization. She doesn’t want to be forced into a box anymore. She wants to be herself, only herself, and it is not that difficult in the end.

Urban localisation, 1:20 000

Implantation plan, 1:2000

Fat or thin

Good or bad

Rich or poor

Young or old
Smart or silly

Science or art

Man or woman

Black or white

Healthy or mad

Blonde or dark
Gay or straight

Ugly or beautiful

Atheistic or religious

Modern or traditional

Capitalist or communist

Utopian or materialistic

« Welcome. Welcome to the Choosing Ceremony. Welcome to the day we honor the democratic philosophy of our ancestors, 

which tells us that every man has the right to choose his own way in this world” Or, it occurs to me, one of five predetermined 

ways. Divergente, Veronica Roth, 2011

« Do you have such a poor opinion of my intelligence that you think I can easily be cheated? Such important plans that their 

realization supplants the children’s right to formulate their opinion? Their right to have an opinion? When I will discover who I 

want to be, I will become it mother, and no matter if the decision pleases you or not, you will have to get satisfied with it because 

you see I won’t ever let you choose for me again ! » Les âmes croisées, Pierre Bottero, 2010

The Wall, ID 1345

black roughcast (ca. 5mm)

Foamglas 120 x 60 x 20cm stick together 

with cold glue

English wall

Total height 3m

Constructive axonometry, 1:20

Wireless loudspeakers on top of the wall

Oppositions said by the loudspeakers

No matter how crazy the idea is, you never know where that crazy idea might lead you. Martin 

Luther King thought he could start a revolution without violence and Andy Warhol thought he could 

make a subcan into art. Sometimes things that are really really strange and feel really wrong can 

really change the world. 
Lady GaGa, interview SXSW, 2014


